WHAT IS VELOX

The Velox Algorithmic Trading Bot is a state-of-the-art, automated conditional trading system. This platform will allow you to schedule ERC20 token swaps on the Uniswap and Sushiswap exchanges with over 99% execution efficiency.

No Velox token, no user account, and complete anonymity.

GETTING STARTED WITH VELOX IN ONE PAGE

Velox is the most user friendly and straightforward bot trading platform on the market. Once you have launched the Velox Trading app, the first step is to connect your wallet. Click on the “Connect Wallet” button at the top right of the page and your wallet will prompt you to verify your identity. After this is complete you are free to start trading!

Begin by clicking on the “Token Contract Search” bar and enter the name or contact address of any ERC20 pair that you would like to swap. Once you have selected your pair the “Exchange” tile will be automatically populated along with the “Maximum Gas”, “Allowances”, and “Strategies” tiles.

WHAT DOES EACH TILE DO?

- “Exchange” - Set the amount of ERC20 or WETH you want to trade when your token reaches its price point.
- “Maximum Gas” - Set the max amount of gas you allow Velox to expend on your trade.
- “Allowances” - Define how much of each token the Velox smart contract can access. Wrap your ETH into WETH for use on decentralized exchanges. Deploy Velox!
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

WHY DO I NEED TO UNLOCK MY TOKENS?
We added unlocking to prioritize your wallet security. By unlocking your tokens, you are giving access to a limited amount of tokens in and out of your wallet at any given time.

DO I NEED TO UNLOCK MORE TOKENS EVERY TRADE?
No. You can define an unlock for all the tokens you will want to trade for a specific contract. This is carried over for every new strategy, meaning you will want to unlock the highest amount of tokens you will want to buy across all active strategies. You can unlock more tokens than you have in your wallet.

WHY DO I NEED TO UNLOCK 1 WETH?
This is a general minimum to ensure a baseline execution level. You can unlock more WETH than you have in your wallet.

WHY DO I NEED TO WRAP MY ETH?
Ether (ETH) is not an ERC20 token meaning it cannot directly interact with the Uniswap (or other DEX) smart contract. All decentralized exchanges call a wrapping function when you trade with ETH. Trading directly with WETH on a DEX saves you money over using ETH.

WHAT HAPPENS IF I RUN LOW ON WETH AND A TRADE ATTEMPTS TO EXECUTE?
The trade will fail. Make sure to keep as much WETH in your wallet as necessary. See the above point for the benefits of keeping WETH in your wallet for DEX trading.

HOW MUCH GWEI SHOULD I ALLOW?
DEXTools.io has a useful gas tracker on their Pair Explorer page. This is a good indicator for the average amount of gas used in every transaction.
**CAN I MODIFY A STRATEGY?**
Strategies cannot be modified right now, but can be canceled and reissued with new parameters. There is no cost to cancel and redeploy.

**WHEN IS SUSHISWAP BEING ENABLED?**
SushiSwap functionality will be released when the trading tools are made available by DEXTools.

**WHEN CAN I BEGIN USING % CHANGE TRADING?**
This functionality will be enabled soon after launch.